
A Weekend at Paw Patch Quilt Shop with 

Penny Haren 

Penny has been quilting for over 30 years.  She owned her own 

quilt shop for several years and began developing and teaching 

techniques that made it quick, easy and fun for quilters —even 

beginners—to create intricate blocks with stunning results.   These 

techniques were published through Landauer Publishing in a series 

of five books based on the Pieced Appliqué™ method. She has 

designed several rulers with Creative Grids® as well as notions 

such as Print N Fuse & Batting by the Bolt which are sold in 

Independent quilt shops worldwide. Penny consults with Checker 

Distributors and writes their blog.  She also writes a bi-monthly 

notions column for FabShop News.  She is based in Ohio and loves 

to travel and teach. 

Penny will presenting a lecture/Demo in the morning.  Penny always has lots of quilts for “show 

and tell”.  She has a wealth of knowledge that she loves to share.  In the afternoon she is going to 

give us a hands on class to learn various methods of making that wonderfully traditional and 

versatile, Dresden Plate. 

You may attend the lecture, demo or both, just please specify at the time of registration.  

Location is to be determined.  More details to follow. 

Please reserve a seat early!  740.397.9450  ppqs@embarqmail.com 

Dresden Plates in Minutes 

It’s time to re-visit an old favorite!  Make round or pointed 

versions in a matter of minutes – all on the sewing 

machine.  You can make twenty of these vintage blocks in 

an afternoon with these new techniques! Transform the 

entire look of the block by changing the center or strip-

piecing the petals.  Then, combine your blocks into an 

adorable table topper which combines fudge factors in the 

setting so constructing it is a dream!  Then add a touch of 

sophistication to your future projects by learning how to 

fussy cut the petals.  


